1. SUMMARY: INDIAN AMBASSADOR KAUL HOSTED SMALL LUNCHEON APRIL 2 FOR ACTING SECRETARY. SOBER, LAINGEN, ASRANI, AND RAO ALSO PRESENT. KAUL REVIEWED HIS IDEAS FOR INDO-US JOINT COMMISSION, MADE APPEAL FOR A SYMPATHETIC US POSTURE ON DEBT RESCHEDULING AND AGAIN PUT FORWARD IDEA OF CONFERENCE AMONG INDIAN OCEAN LITTORALS AND MAJOR OUTSIDE POWERS. ACTING SECRETARY INDICATED POSITIVE ATTITUDE TOWARD JOINT COMMISSION IDEA, NOTED SOME OF PROBLEMS INVOLVED IN DEBT RESCHEDULING, SAID USG SHARED INDIA"S NATURAL INTEREST IN KEEPING INDIAN OCEAN AREA OF PEACE AND STABILITY AND SOUGHT TO PUT DIEGO GARCIA IN THAT CONTEXT. END SUMMARY.

2. KAUL RAISED IDEA OF INDO-US JOINT COMMISSION FOLLOWING EXPRESSION SATISFACTION IN EVOLUTION US-INDIA RELATIONS AND HIS HOPE THAT SECRETARY WOULD BE ABLE TO PAY VISIT TO INDIA SHORTLY. HE WAS PREPARING DRAFT PAPER SETTING FORTH HIS IDEAS ON JOINT COMMISSION, INCLUDING WORKING GROUPS IN TRADE AND INVESTMENT, EDUCATION AND CULTURAL EXCHANGE, AND SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY. HE ENVISAGED AGREEMENT ON CONCEPT DURING SECRETARY'S POSSIBLE VISIT TO DELHI, FOLLOWING WHICH WORKING GROUPS COULD GO TO WORK TO STAFF OUT IDEAS WHICH IN TURN COULD BE PUT TO MEETING OF JOINT COMMISSION (SECRETARY AND FOREIGN MINISTER) IN US THIS FALL. COMMISSION WOULD INSTRUCT SUBCOMMISSIONS IN CONTINUING PROCESS LOOKING TOWARD SECOND MEETING IN DELHI A YEAR LATER.

3. ACTING SECRETARY INDICATED GENERAL SUPPORT FOR CONCEPT, SUBJECT TO CONDITION THAT SUCH STRUCTURE BE SUCH AS TO MAKE POSITIVE CONTRIBUTION AND NOT ADD RIGIDITY TO OUR RELATIONS. SOBER EMPHASIZED SAME POINT, STRESSING OUR INTEREST IN SEEING THAT COMMISSION ARRANGEMENT NOT BECOME IN EFFECT A SERIES OF BOXES WITHOUT PRODUCT.
KAUL SAID HE SHARED THESE CONCERNS AND WE THEREFORE NEED TO DEVELOP IDEA CAREFULLY IN ADVANCE. HE RECALLED THAT PREVIOUS US-INDIAN ANNUAL DISCUSSIONS AT UNDER SECRETARY LEVEL HAD BEEN OF SOME USE IN TERMS ANNUAL TOUR D'HORIZON BUT HAD OFFERED LITTLE PROMISE OF PRODUCING MUCH BEYOND THAT.

4. FOLLOWING DESCRIPTION OF BURDEN ON INDIAN FOREIGN EXCHANGE POSITION GROWING OUT OF OIL CRISIS, KAUL TOOK NOTE OF FACT THAT INDIAN CONSORTIUM WOULD BE MEETING IN PARIS APRIL 9 AND MADE APPEAL FOR SYMPATHETIC US POSITION ON DEBT RESCHEDULING DURING THAT MEETING. HE ALLEGED THAT ALL OTHER MEMBERS OF CONSORTIUM HAD AGREED TO RESCHEDULING AND HE HOPED US WOULD NOT BE EXCEPTION. SOBER INDICATED THAT THIS MATTER WAS UNDER REVIEW WITHIN USG BUT REMINDED KAUL OF SOME OF PROBLEMS INVOLVED, PARTICULARLY STRONG CONCERN AMONG US CONGRESS AND PUBLIC STIMULATED BY ENERGY CRISIS THAT ASSISTANCE TO DEVELOPING COUNTRIES MIGHT SIMPLY BE SIPHONED OFF TO OIL PRODUCING COUNTRIES BECAUSE OF SHARPLY INCREASED PRICES FOR CRUDE. ACTING SECRETARY POINTED OUT THIS WAS A PRACTICAL POLITICAL DIFFICULTY WHICH HAD TO BE TAKEN INTO ACCOUNT, AS HE WAS CONFIDENT KAUL WAS AWARE.

5. IN DESCRIBING FOOD/CROP PROSPECTS, KAUL REVIEWED PROBLEMS FACING GOI IN OBTAINING COMMERCIAL FERTILIZER FROM US SUPPLIERS, NotING THAT SUPPLIERS RENEGING ON COMMITMENTS BECAUSE OF PRICE RISES. ONLY ROUGHLY ONE QUARTER OF 250,000 TONS CONTRACTED FOR NOW APPEARED ASSURED OF DELIVERY - KAUL SAID HE HOPED USG COULD BE HELPFUL ON THIS MATTER.

6. ACTING SECRETARY EXPRESSED APPRECIATION FOR RELATIVE RESTRAINT ON PART OF GOI REGARDING DIEGO GARCIA. KAUL RESPONDED WITH EXPRESSION OF HOPE THAT USG WOULD BE SYMPATHETIC TO IDEA OF CONFERENCE OF LITTORAL STATES AND THOSE GREAT POWERS INVOLVED TO FOCUS ON NEED TO KEEP INDIAN OCEAN AN AREA OF PEACE. ACTING SECRETARY ASSURED KAUL THAT USG SHARED FULLY INDIA'S DESIRE AND PURPOSE IN SEEING INDIAN OCEAN AREA AN AREA OF PEACE AND STABILITY. IF WE DIFFERED IT RELATED LARGELY TO MEANS OF ACHIEVING THAT END. ACTING SECRETARY REVIEWED SITUATION IN INDIAN OCEAN AREA AS WE SAW IT, INCLUDING EXTENT OF SOVIET PRESENCE, AND EMPHASIZED LIMITED NATURE OF DIEGO EXPANSION PLANS. EXPANDED FACILITY WAS NOT A BASE IN TERMS OF MILITARY OPERATIONS, THUS IT WAS NOT SUITABLE FOR
EQUIPPED FOR B-52 OPERATIONS. ITS PURPOSE WAS RATHER TO
FACILITATE US NAVAL PRESENCE AND TRANSIT OF KIND WE
BELIEVED ESSENTIAL TO OUR INTERESTS IN PEACE AND STABILITY
OF AREA. INDEED WE ASSUMED IT WOULD NOT BE IN INDIAN
INTERESTS TO SEE INDIAN OCEAN BECOME PROVINCE OF ONE
MAJOR POWER.

7. KAUL SAID HE DID NOT WANT TO LEAD "CRUSADE" WITH
RESPONSE TO PROPOSAL FOR INDIAN OCEAN CONFERENCE. IN
RESPONSE QUERY, HE SAID GOI HAD NOT "FORMALLY" PROPOSED
SUCH CONFERENCE BUT HE HAD MENTIONED IT INFORMALLY TO THE
SECRETARY. HE NOTED ALSO THAT UN AD HOC COMMITTEE
ESTABLISHED PURSUANT TO INDIAN OCEAN ZONE OF PEACE CONCEPT
WOULD BE MEETING SHORTLY AND WOULD PROVIDE ONE FORUM FOR
FURTHER DISCUSSION. RUSH

RS